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1. INTRODUCTION

Although the notion of paratext is mainly known, in the field of game studies, in the wake of Mia Consalvo’s work, it was originally defined by Gérard Genette as the set of ancillary texts produced by an author (or, at least, an “authority”) to accompany and support another text (i.e., in the case of a book: the title, the preface, the back cover, etc.). The paratext is therefore a “threshold” between text and off-text which constitutes “a zone not only of transition but also of transaction: a privileged place of pragmatics and a strategy, of an influence on the public […].” In other words, the paratext is one of the places where the “reading contract” is defined with the audience – or, in the present case, where the “playing contract” is formalized: all the liminal discursive elements framing a game contribute to shaping the player’s horizon of expectation.

In this paper, the central role of this concept in the definition of game and play will be shown through a case study of the visual novel Doki Doki Literature Club!. By analyzing this ambiguous game device and its paratext, we will address a rather difficult issue: the definition of the playing activity in the constraining genre of visual novel. This study does not claim to be able to provide a definitive answer to this long-standing problem, but its purpose is to open some lines of thought regarding the relationship between the act of “play” and the game’s structure.

2. DOKI DOKI LITERATURE CLUB!: PRESENTATION OF THE GAME

Doki Doki Literature Club! (subsequently abbreviated in “DDLC”) is an independent game developed by Dan Salvato in September 2017. Although being conceived by an American game designer, the title is presented as a visual novel using all the conventions of the Japanese dating sim: the story portrays – at first – a cute romance which seems to take place in a generic Japanese high school, as it stages a literature club composed of four archetypes of moe characters with which the player can try to build a relationship.
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4 Team Salvato, Doki Doki Literature Club!, 2017.
On the download website\(^5\) or in the first part of the game, multiple paratextual signs refer to a kawaii aesthetic (dominance of rose, presence of hearts or circles patterns, cheerful trailer and musical introduction, naive slogans\(^6\), thumbnails of characters in super-deformed version, etc.) and build the reading pact of a classic romantic visual novel. The only incongruous element in this paratextual device is a strange warning that is discordant when compared to the other texts framing the game. It states that: “This game is not suitable for children or those who are easily disturbed”.

The game is actually divided into two parts: the first one truly conforms to the dating sim genre, both in terms of gameplay and narrative. The player controls (from a first-person perspective) a high school student who enters a literature club composed of four female archetypes: Sayori, the childhood friend of the protagonist, is cheerful, enthusiastic and caring about others, but a little childish, naive and clumsy; Natsuki (who corresponds to the trope of the tsundere) has a stronger temperament and seems to reject the protagonist at first, but conceals the feelings she undeniably has for him; Yuri (who is close to the dandere trope) is shy, reserved and mature, but has trouble
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\(^6\) Such as the subtitle: “Will you write the way into her heart?”.
expressing her feelings; finally, Monika, the president of the club, is the school’s most popular girl, at once beautiful, athletic and intelligent, so that the protagonist thinks at first that she is unapproachable.

During this first act, the game relies on two gameplay mechanics: the possibility of making dialogue choices (which allow the player to get to know the characters and, sometimes, to directly take sides with one of the girls) and a poetry-writing mini-game. At the end of each day, indeed, the player must choose some words in a list in order to write a poem for the club: three of the four girls (Sayori, Natsuki and Yuri) have word preferences and will react if the player picks a word they like. Eventually, each poem unlocks a scene of intimacy with the character who liked the poem the most.

![Figure 3 - Screenshot of the poem writing mini-game](image)

At this point, however, the player can already notice that the game does not allow to seduce Monika, even though she occasionally asks to spend time with the protagonist during the day. A few other elements are slightly discordant from the joyful and colorful atmosphere of the game: the implicit dramatic tone of some dialogues and of the poems written by the girls, as well as the darkness of several words in the writing mini-game (such as: “Suicide”, “Death”, “Defeat”, “Depression”, “Sadness”, “Scars”, “Tragedy”, etc.).

---

7 For illustration, the following exchange takes place in a scene of intimacy shared by Natsuki and the protagonist:

“Natsuki sobs again [...]. Main Character: ‘...Is there anything you want to talk about?’
Natsuki shakes her head.
Natsuki: ‘Just...
Every day...
...is...so hard.
I just want to...
...come to the club and...
...
Natsuki falls silent again’.

After about two to three hours of play under these conditions, a plot twist radically turns the game into another genre – passing from the high school romance to the psychological horror. Regardless of the choices made by the player (and even if he devotes the entirety of his time to her), Sayori’s mood will gradually deteriorate. After confessing to the protagonist that she has always been seriously depressed, Sayori will miss the activities of the club and leave a very disturbing poem\(^9\), which will alert the avatar. He thus rushes to her house, but arrives too late and discovers that she has committed suicide by hanging herself. The screen then begins to distort heavily and the game starts to reveal graphical glitches and error messages. After a brief display of the text “End” on a black screen, the game reboots, but Sayori disappeared from the title screen and is replaced by graphic glitches formed from the other three characters’ sprites. The player no longer has access to his old saves (they have been deleted) and, if he restarts the game, the story will proceed without Sayori, as well as with some notable differences.

![Figure 4 - Title screen after Sayori’s death](image)

In this “rebooted” version of the story, not only the sweet dialogues of Yuri and Natsuki are sometimes replaced by extremely aggressive and violent sentences\(^{10}\), but Yuri also reveals herself to be obsessive with the protagonist and self-destructive (she appears to be cutting herself with knives). Furthermore, the normal course of events is regularly disrupted by the appearance of graphic glitches deforming characters’ faces and bodies to make them monstrous. Although brief and scattered, these deformations radically change the tone of the game, implying that, behind the outer layer of kawaii romance (which still is dominating in the dialogues) hides an underlying horror that the player can only perceive jerkily, but which is always menacing.
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Likewise, some lines suggest that Yuri and Natsuki fear Monika and that the president is actually aware, on a meta level, of the game’s functioning. Gradually, Monika’s presence will become more and more invasive: she starts to stand before the game’s interface, she tries to force the player to select her by replacing all the choices by her name, her sprite appears transparently on top of the other characters, etc. Finally, the events lead to the suicide of Yuri (who stabs herself to death either by over-excitement or by despair, depending on the player’s answer to her feelings), following which Monika decides to simply delete Yuri and Natsuki’s character-files from the game folder and to restart the game again in order to finally be alone with the protagonist.

The player then ends up alone with her, face to face, in a fixed screen, where she addresses him in a completely metalectic speech. A metalepsis, indeed, is defined by Gérard Genette as “any kind of transgression, whether supernatural or playful, of a given level of narrative or dramatic fiction, as when an author pretends to introduce himself into his own creation, or to extract one of
his characters from it”11. In this scene, among others, Monika admits being aware that she is a game character and calls the player by his computer’s username; she also mentions having written the text of the game’s download page (where she asks the player to spend the most time with her12) and, if the player is recording the game with a screen capture software, she will detect it and try to jump-scare her audience as revenge for being watched, etc. At this point, the player is trapped with her while she only emits random lines of dialogue at regular intervals13. In order to get out of this situation and access the game ending, the only option left to the player is to open the game folder and delete Monika’s character-file.

![Game screen when the player is trapped with "Just Monika"](image)

After her elimination, the game restarts one last time: Monika is understandably missing and Sayori, being the new president of the club, is now the character being self-aware. Two endings are then possible: if the player has saved and loaded several times the game to spend time with all the girls before Sayori’s suicide, the latter will thank him for his dedication and the credits will start (giving the “best ending”); if he just went through the game normally, Sayori will manifest the same obsessive personality as Monika, but the former president will reappear and delete the game from the inside (triggering the “bad ending”). In both cases, the ending makes the game unusable: in order to play again from the beginning, the player is asked to re-download the software.

However, in **DDLC**, the playing activity does not stop at the strict limits of the device. Through the several metalepsis produced by Monika, the game invites the player to fetch information outside its own frame. **DDLC** explicitly floods the paratext (thus extending the horror outside of the setting
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12 “Hi, Monika here! Welcome to the Literature Club! It’s always been a dream of mine to make something special out of the things I love. Now that you’re a club member, you can help me make that dream come true in this cute game! [...] I’m super excited for you to make friends with everyone and help the Literature Club become a more intimate place for all my members. But I can tell already that you’re a sweetheart—will you promise to spend the most time with me? ♥” (see: Doki Doki Literature Club!. Accessed August 14, 2018. [https://ddlc.moe/](https://ddlc.moe/)).
supposed to contain it) and, in doing so, it encourages the player to search for meaning out of the device, to continue to play out of the game, to seek in this peripheral space some room for action that the title does not provide.

3. **CONFLICTING MESSAGES: “THIS IS A GAME” VS “THERE IS NO PLAY”**

   **DDLC** builds for its audience a rather ambiguous playing contract: although regularly asserting its video game status, the title actually consists in unfolding a linear story, and it continuously denies its own interactivity by preventing the player from making meaningful choices. Consequently, it raises the question of what is “playing” in a rigid structure (such as visual novels).

   3.1. “This is a Game”

   On the one hand – as announced above –, **DDLC** continuously presents itself as a game and affirms its playful status through different media: through its paratext, its aesthetics, its narrative, and its gameplay.

   Firstly, **DDLC**’s paratext serves as a “pragmatic marker of playability”\(^{14}\) conveying a “shared meaning of play”\(^{15}\). The software can indeed be downloaded on Steam or on itch.io – two video game distribution platforms which therefore label the title as a game and invite users to consider it as such. On both download pages, moreover, the device is described as a game in the texts provided by the developer: in the warning message (“This game is not suitable for children or those who are easily disturbed”) as well as in the metaleptic presentation written by Monika, mentioned earlier (“Welcome to the Literature Club! It’s always been a dream of mine to make something special out of the things I love. Now that you’re a club member, you can help me make that dream come true in this cute game!”)\(^{16}\).

   Secondly, **DDLC** is also displayed as a video game through its aesthetics: the recurrent use of graphic glitches (to introduce horrific motifs) and of visible lines of code on the screen (when Monika removes the other girls, for instance) are markers referring to the video game culture, which thus participate in incorporating the title within this culture.
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\(^{16}\) The underlining in both quotes is our own.
Thirdly, the identification of the device as a game is supported by the narrative, since Monika’s metaleptic and reflexive dialogues explicitly acknowledge being part of a video game. For illustration, even before Sayori’s suicide, the president of the club gives the player the following advice: “Sometimes you’ll find yourself facing a difficult decision... When that happens, don’t forget to save your game! You never know when you might change your mind... ...or when something unexpected may happen! Wait...is this tip even about writing? What am I even talking about? Ahaha! ... ”. The deep irony of these lines is palpable, given that all the player’s saves will be deleted after Sayori’s death – therefore removing any possibility of going back or taking control of the game events. It is already apparent here that the game builds a contrast between a promise of playful possibilities (the promise that the player will be able to reload the game and do several experiments) and the fact that the user is actually powerless.

Finally, one last attribute serves as a pragmatic marker of playability: the presence of gameplay. The possibility of making dialogue choices and the existence of the daily poem-writing mini-game invite the player to recognize in them the typical gameplay mechanics of puzzle games or dating sims. When the player chooses a word in the mini-game or a line of dialogue, there is a contingency, an uncertainty implying that this action will have some impact on the fictional universe (will he succeed in seducing the girl he likes and in unlocking the road that he wants to see?). In other words, these gameplay mechanics insinuate that the player will be able to exercise his freedom of choice in the game, to take risks and to unlock various outcomes.

3.2. “There Is No Play” (in the Mechanism)

However, the device suggests the existence of room for choices only to remove more brutally this opportunity later. For instance, regardless of the choices made in the first part of the game, Sayori’s death, Yuri’s death, and Monika’s takeover are inevitable. While the gameplay makes the player believe in the existence of several routes (as it would be the case in most dating sim) and promises some replayability, the sequence of events is actually ineluctable and always leads more or less to the same ending (the main difference lies in Sayori’s speech during the epilogue, which is more or less happy or psychotic, before the game’s self-destruction).
The player’s powerlessness is also underlined by the fact that, although Monika explicitly asks him to choose her on the download page (and several times during the game), this choice is actually impossible, since the player cannot write a poem for her or even make dialogue choices in her favor: the only time a dialogue box allows to select Monika’s name, Yuri and Natsuki will prevent the choice to be effective (if the player tries to select it) by asserting that Monika does not need the protagonist’s help.

![Figure 9](image1.png)

*Figure 9 - The only dialogue box allowing to select Monika’s name is actually a fake choice, since only Yuri and Natsuki are really available.*

Similarly, even if the player’s choices can unlock various scenes with the character who appreciates his poems the most, this meager choice is denied in the course of the second act: not only Monika is still not eligible (and Sayori is gone), but, if the player tries to seduce Natsuki by choosing her words in the poetry-writing mini-game, the following scenes will still mostly feature Yuri, since she monopolizes the protagonist because of the pathological obsession she developed for him.

![Figure 10](image2.png)

*Figure 10 - In the second act, Yuri develops an obsession for the main character*
Finally, once the story is over, the player may have the idea to reinstall the game and directly delete Monika’s character file. However, such an attempt has the consequence of immediately triggering a madness crisis in Sayori, resulting in the crash of the game. **DDLC** therefore performs a gradual closure of the possibilities of action, which actually questions the very definition of the playing activity in this kind of device.

### 4. WHAT ROOM FOR PLAY?

The question this paper is trying to raise is not whether **DDLC** is a game or not (intrinsically, as an object) because, in the line with the philosopher Henriot’s theories and with the “play studies” defined by Triclot, we consider that the very source of the emergence of a game is foremost the player’s “playful attitude” regarding an object or a situation. In other words: a game cannot be defined in absolute terms by invariable structural properties, because a game can be more or less anything as long as we play with it. The issue here is thus rather to determine what is playing in a device that offers the player such a minimal freedom of action.

In the theories of play, indeed, the existence of some room for experimentation is regularly used as an indispensable criterion in the definition of the playing activity: play is by nature a free, uncertain action. According to Henriot, thereby, “playing is always deciding in the uncertain”.

Similarly, Salen and Zimmerman assert that: “playing a game means making choices and taking actions”. Malaby, on the other hand, defines games as “arenas in which one or more sources of unpredictability (or [his] preferred term, contingency) are carefully calibrated (by design or cultural practices) to generate contingent outcomes”. Without this contingency, this opening of the possibilities, the movement of play is blocked. As summarized by Bonenfant: “no game is fully defined, since it would be the very negation of play. The player can appropriate this virtual part and create infinite and new meanings”. We find the same idea, among others, in Genvo’s theories: “playing is also making a decision and ‘doing the exercise of possibilities’. If the game only consists in the succession of unique decisions, then the player has no ‘latitude’ in his choices [...]”.

If – following the ideas developed by these theoreticians – we define playful actions as marked by contingency, by the possibility of choice-making, by uncertainty and risk-taking, **DDLC**’s game
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device – in the strict sense of the term – seems to leave less and less room for the playing activity, since the possibilities of choices and actions are gradually reduced.

5. PLAYING THE PARATEXT

However, if we take into account in the analysis, not only the game-object, but also its context and its margins, we can argue that DDLC’s interpretative possibilities are actually progressively opening up, but that the contingency is moved out of the strict game device’s framework and located in its paratext.

In the second part, indeed, DDLC repeatedly invites its player to dig into the paratext in order to solve several narrative puzzles. The most visible and inevitable “exit” out of the device is the main ending, when the player is forced to pause the game in order to open the game folder and delete Monika’s character file. This manipulation definitely brings to the player’s attention that his playground does not stop at the game-screen’s borders and, in doing so, it invites him to experiment other similar actions (for instance: to delete another character from the beginning, to save Sayori’s character file, etc.).

Furthermore, if he continues to monitor the game directory, the player will also notice that some files appear and disappear as the game progresses. Some of them simply contain texts or images providing additional depth to the characters’ backgrounds or states of mind (for instance, a poem entitled Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.txt and apparently written by Monika manifests her distress of being a prisoner of the game system), but others represent puzzles to solve.

Furthermore, if he continues to monitor the game directory, the player will also notice that some files appear and disappear as the game progresses. Some of them simply contain texts or images providing additional depth to the characters’ backgrounds or states of mind (for instance, a poem entitled Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.txt and apparently written by Monika manifests her distress of being a prisoner of the game system), but others represent puzzles to solve.

![Figure 11](image)

Figure 11 - As the player progresses, various documents appear and disappear in the game folder: they can be pictures (like Sayori’s portrait at the top right), texts (like the file Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.txt, below) or puzzles.
Several texts, as well as the four characters’ files\(^{24}\), indeed contain hidden information that the players’ community had to decrypt in several ways. For example, the method of the “Vigenère cipher” (which encode alphabetic text by substituting the letters with others according to a particular keyword) is used to dissimulate some content (like in the file have a nice weekend!, which can be decoded with the keyword “Libitina”). The coding Base64 (which allows to encode binary data into a text) is also used in some cases: Yuri’s character file (yuri.chr), for instance, once decoded, gives access to a creepypasta story written by the game developer\(^{25}\).

Monika’s character file (monika.chr), on the other hand, reveals itself to be a renamed PNG image file (see figure 12). The block of black and white pixels situated in its center corresponds to a string of binary (where black pixels equate to a 0 and white pixels to a 1). This binary can be converted into alphanumeric text, yielding a Base64 string, which finally unseals a mysterious text referring to a “Third Eye”\(^{26}\).

![Figure 12 - yuri.chr (to the left) and monika.chr (to the right)](image)

Natsuki’s file (natsuki.chr), subsequently, contains a distorted image that, once restored with a graphics editor, reveals an unknown female character (see figure 13). Sayori’s file (sayori.chr), lastly, is an incomprehensible audio file which, scanned with a spectrogram, reveals a QR code leading to the website “projectlibitina.com”\(^{27}\). This website contains a short test log reporting the results of various tests conducted on a human subject, a girl nicknamed Libitina, and which seem to have been operated by a religious cult. The text also refers to a “Third Eye” – an element that appears in other hidden contents of the game.


This type of hidden puzzles pushed players to dissect the game folder and allowed them to discover more and more clues about this mysterious parallel story. Besides, all of these clues (evoking the cult, the Project Libitina and the Third Eye) have been interpreted by players as part of a vast “alternate reality game” announcing the next title developed by Team Salvato (although there is no confirmation of this interpretation yet). These elements therefore intertwine narrative functions (the puzzles’ contents are intradiegetic, although paratextual), gameplay functions (since they formed the framework of an investigation game) and possibly advertising functions (thus giving information about the developer’s empirical world).

Let us note, in addition, that the “ARG” puzzle is not limited to the study of the game folder: players are also encouraged to look for clues on other paratextual elements. For example, a reference to the Third Eye can be found on DDLC’s merchandise store\(^{28}\), on a poster entitled “Yuri Unhinged”, which thus suggests that Yuri could be connected to the Project Libitina (see figure 14).

Similarly, if the player remains listening to Monika in the last part of the game, she will eventually reveal that she has a Twitter account. Yet this account has been operating since February 2017, i.e., several months before the game release (in September 2017), and is still active currently (it periodically publishes “tweets” that are in agreement with Monika’s personality). This page can be considered as part of DDLC’s expanded playground, since it has not only been used to deliver clues about the Project Libitina, but it has also triggered some kind of widespread role-play, as DDLC players regularly try to interact with Monika on Twitter as if she were real. Moreover, several fans have continued the trend by creating accounts for the other characters (including for the Protagonist) and play their role on the social media, either by trying to catch Monika’s attention or by interacting with each other.

Figure 15 - Screenshot of Monika’s official Twitter account
In summary – using Salen and Zimmerman’s terms\(^{29}\): if \textit{DDLC} may lack “Explicit interactivity” (i.e., “interaction’ in the obvious sense of the word: overt participation [...])\(^{30}\), the device is nevertheless a fertile support for “Beyond-the-object-interactivity; or participation within the culture of the object”\(^{31}\). From investigation to roleplay, several alternative modes of engagement with the game have been developed by players (many of which find their germs in the device).

6. CONCLUSION

In \textit{DDLC}, the paratext has therefore an eminently playful function: the relationship between the paratextual elements and the game elements is generating conflicts, ambiguity, uncertainty which opens very widely the play space and offers some grips for the player’s playful attitude. In other words, \textit{DDLC} is a device which leaves little room for play (understood as an uncertain action or decision) inside its own structure, but which is a good trigger for different forms of paratextual play: for a puzzle-solving and investigation play (whose results allow to reinterpret differently the game’s meaning), for a roleplay on Twitter, and even for a social play (with the creation of many “memes” and community jokes based on the game’s event).

\(^{29}\) Salen and Zimmerman, \textit{Rules of Play}, 60.
\(^{30}\) Ibid.
\(^{31}\) Ibid.
when somebody asks where all the other girls went

Figure 17 - An example of meme derived from DDLC

Hence, in DDLC as in many other works, it is actually “impossible to distinguish [the paratext] and the text”\(^\text{32}\). Both are supports for the playful attitude, and the passage from one medium to another does not necessarily mark a rupture in the play experience. As Harvie\(^\text{33}\) (adapting Jones\(^\text{34}\)) pointed out, our gaming experience is in truth predominantly paratextual: this is why it is even more essential for game studies to consider paratext, not as a peripheral element detached from the gaming experience, but as a key component in our playing activities.

In short, the case of DDLC shows in a particularly eloquent way the importance of extending the study of play outside the borders of the game devices\(^\text{35}\), to get out of the determinism of objects, and to rather study play where it is not necessarily obvious. If we examine play in all its variety and across all supports (even those that are not necessarily labeled as “games”), and only on this condition, we will be able to better consider and describe the playing activity and its specificities compared to other reading practices.

\(^{34}\) Steven E. Jones, The Meaning of Video Games: Gaming and Textual Studies (New York: Routledge, 2008), 43.
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